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‘’ Most of the people ask us whether it is very
difficult to have 40 – 50 children below 6 years
in our Montessori environments? We say ‘’cool… come and see we are stress less and
relaxed!’’
‘’The so called discipline is not permanent if it is created by threats, beats and military rules
within a human child. The term discipline has to be replaced by the term ‘’INNER ORDER’’.
This inner order of a human child is always in his conscious from the day he has been seeded
in his mother’s womb.’’ Dr.Montessori.
Every moment of life on this Earth for the child is getting exposed to the various orders. The
universal patterns, patterns of objects, actions, language, creation, work all have something to
talk about this inner order.
The chopping of vegetables, arrangement of fruits in the fruit stalls, the way we eat on the
plate, the way a flex has been designed, the order in a TV program, order of customs, rituals,
the order in swinging of the cradle, the way we talk, write, arrangement of buildings, the way
we have plated of plants and trees, the Indian style of KOLAMS, making garlands and plenty of
actions and work are expressing the sense of inner order. The human child, who is being
exposed to all the life skills activities, included in the day to day life by the adults in higher
level of awareness expresses his own order of inner peace and strength later.
Is the inner order is just being quiet, calm, accepting all our orders and instructions, keeping
polite and mum? NO!!!
It is really the inner peace and happiness of the human child which makes him to maintain the
harmony with his adults, environment, objects and himself.
Children when provided with challenging work and freedom will slowly create the inner sense
of order. But the adult’s role is to check firmly without any abuse. There are contexts in which
we have to say ‘’no! Can’t do it!’’ but please explain the cause and effects of the actions.

The cruelest punishment so called is just making the unsettled disrupted child to sit alone
without any work to his hands. It is called the grounding. The child has to be explained with
the reasons why he has been grounded.
The every action, work, talk, expression made by the adults in the living environment of the
child seeds the quality of inner order within him. So who is the reason for his inner strength
and order?
So, the adults and environment need to look neat, perfect, clean, attractive, order, well
planned and allows the child to imbibe the inner order. The way each of us talks, behave and
work with the child helps him to arrange the patterns of inner order.
Till the age of 6 – 6.5 please do not advice, lecture, preach the ethics and life values because
the child’s ears and brain centers are not prepared for that than that please act, live, and
role models. This is the age of imitation and indirect learning.

‘’WORK MAKES HIM TO BE THE PERFECT BEING WHICH IS THE CAUSE FOR HIS INNER ORDER’’

Will grow ….
Dr.Madeswaran.M

